


Utility Products

 Images shown may be representative in some cases.
 Products are subject to stock availability at the time of 

order confirmation. 
 Heavy discount for Diwali - 5% to 20% (or, above in 

some cases) on MRP depending on the product and  
order quantity.

 Minimum order quantity - 50 nos to 100 nos
depending on the type of product.



Rs.650 onwards Rs.950 onwards 

Rs.650 onwards Rs.700 onwards 

Rs.625 onwards Rs.550 onwards 



Rs.650 onwards Rs.750 onwards 

Rs.900 onwards 

Rs.720 onwards(500 ml) 

Rs.830 onwards(300 ml) 

Rs.830  onwards(1L) 



Rs.1000  onwards Rs.1230 onwards 

Rs.1150 onwards Rs.1150 onwards 

Rs.750 onwards Rs.750 onwards 



Rs.1100 onwards Rs.1550 onwards 

Rs.550 onwards(800 ml) Rs.1320 onwards(set of 2) 

Rs.1500 onwards Rs.1350 onwards(set of 2) 



Rs.1050 onwards(1L) Rs.1050 onwards 

Rs.2300 onwards(set of 2) Rs.2300 onwards(set od 2 

Rs.1800 onwards Rs.1800 onwards 



Rs.1900 onwards Rs.1500 onwards 

Oplaware(19 pcs Rs.1999 onwards Oplaware(35 pcs Rs.2700 onwards 

Oplaware(27 pcs Rs.3200onwards Oplaware(27 pcs Rs.3700onwards 



Appliances

 Images shown may be representative in some cases.
 Products are subject to stock availability at the time of 

order confirmation. 
 Heavy discount for Diwali - 5% to 20% (or, above in 

some cases) on MRP depending on the product and  
order quantity.

 Minimum order quantity - 50 nos to 100 nos
depending on the type of product.











































Home Furnishing

 Images shown may be representative in some cases.
 Products are subject to stock availability at the time of 

order confirmation. 
 Heavy discount for Diwali - 5% to 20% (or, above in 

some cases) on MRP depending on the product and  
order quantity.

 Minimum order quantity - 50 nos to 100 nos
depending on the type of product.















Bag & Baggage

 Images shown may be representative in some cases.
 Products are subject to stock availability at the time of 

order confirmation. 
 Heavy discount for Diwali - 5% to 20% (or, above in 

some cases) on MRP depending on the product and  
order quantity.

 Minimum order quantity - 50 nos to 100 nos
depending on the type of product.













Sweet Delicacies 

 Images shown may be representative in some cases.
 Products are subject to stock availability at the time of 

order confirmation. 
 Heavy discount for Diwali - 5% to 20% (or, above in 

some cases) on MRP depending on the product and  
order quantity.

 Minimum order quantity - 50 nos to 100 nos
depending on the type of product.

















Tech Products 

 Images shown may be representative in some cases.
 Products are subject to stock availability at the time of 

order confirmation. 
 Heavy discount for Diwali - 5% to 20% (or, above in 

some cases) on MRP depending on the product and  
order quantity.

 Minimum order quantity - 50 nos to 100 nos
depending on the type of product.







































Contact Person      : Pallavi Roy Pal
Contact  No            : +91-9999043460, +91-9910033460
E mail id                  : info@brandazzlers.com, brandazzlers@gmail.com
Website                   : www.brandazzlers.com
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